Date: 29th December 2020

Dear Sir/Madam,

Newschecker.in is an independent fact-checking initiative of NC Media Networks Pvt Ltd, headquartered in Delhi. NC Media Networks is registered with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India as a private company and has the Corporate Identification Number (CIN) U92490DL2019PTC353700. All our details, including our latest financial returns, are available on the MCA website.

The Newschecker team works independently and exclusively on Newschecker and does not participate in other activities of NC Media Networks Pvt Ltd. Editorial decisions are taken by the Editors and Operations Manager and the Directors do not control the same.

There are set policies and procedures, which are observed and practiced uniformly for all fact checks, and do not take sides on any matter/issue. Public interest, virality and impact are the sole guiding principles the Newschecker team uses for fact checking.

All employees of NC Media Networks Pvt Ltd also adhere to a Code of Conduct that includes non-partisanship.

Newschecker is a fully independent and sand boxed unit in NC Media Networks Pvt Ltd.

For and On behalf of NC Media Networks Pvt. Ltd.

Rajneil Rajnath Kamath
Director
(DIN: 07337544)
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